With Curry Supply’s 2,000 or 1,000 gallon diesel fuel available, Curry Supply can engineer your fuel/lube tank to accommodate a variety of product tank and cabinet configurations.

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- 2,000 or 1,000 gallon diesel fuel (off-road system)
- 250 gallon used oil
- (4) 100 gallon oils
- 85 gallon A/F
- 120# grease system
- (1) 50-75 gallon DEF system
- Hydraulic driven pumps (fresh oils only)
- Hydraulic driven 30 cfm compressor
- Metered nozzles
- Underbody storage boxes
- Used filter box
- LINE-X® lining

**OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT**
- Pressure washer system, hydraulic driven
- On-road hose reel and meter for fueling small equipment
- Heated reel compartment (110V electric & coolant)
- Heated grease
- 400# grease system
- Heated DEF
- Air driven pumps